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Minutes 
BoD of Directors Meeting 

07 Mar 18 

Meeting Convened 

Time: 1830. 
Present: Dave Callaway, Dan Bjork, Tom Little, Merle Schultz, Tom Kroenke, Jim 
Fleshman, and Danny Kosel. 

Regular Agenda Items 

Secretary’s Report. After action items were reviewed and appropriate items 
closed, the BoD approved the February 2018 minutes. 
Treasurer’s Report. The BoD approved the Treasurer’s monthly report. SRA 
gross income this month was $400 from Basic Pistol Course (BPC) registration 
fees of $250, and $150 donation from the United Way. This resulted in a total net 
income of ($201) for the month. 
Total gross proceeds for the year are ($2,488). 
Expenses of $601 comprised of $6 in bank expenses, $74 in business expenses, 
and $454 in maintenance and supplies for the range including $250 for the Mark 
III pistol. 
Approximately $11,557 remains in the operating account. 
Tom L mentioned that after the end of February, but prior to the BoD meeting, 
the SRA had received the CPW grant money to install the remaining posts. 
Rangemaster’s Report. BoD approved Rangemaster’s monthly report. 
Documented visitors totaled 243 in February; a decrease of 32% of visitors than 
in January. Weekend patrons averaged 29 per day and 10 per weekday. RSOs 
volunteered a total of 64 hours this month. 

• Dave accidently stepped on a patron’s glasses which fell off the bench, so he 
gave them a pair of SRA’s glasses. 

• Dave donated a sandbag to the range. 

• Merle is identifying the differences between small and large frames in the 
Rangemasters report. 

• Merle stated that four (4) more rolls of wire were received today in addition to 
the previous two (2) rolls. 

• Merle added the new Mark III pistol to the Rangemasters report. 
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• Dan noted that with the weather so cold on the weekends, more visitors are 
coming on the weekdays. Jim noted that there were 40 visitors on Friday 
afternoon. 

• Tom L noted that the shotgun range is very icy in the morning prior to around 
1000, at which time it thaws. 

• Dave noted that the rifle range had ice on it from water that had come through 
the retaining wall. Salt and icemelt was applied, and that helped. The best 
solution is to remove snow from uprange of the retaining wall. 

BOD Agenda – Completed Action Items 

• 2017 Taxes – 990-N Filed – All reports were filed by Tom L. 

• Realtor BPC Registered – We currently have two (2) ladies registered, and 
another individual who has shown interest. 

• March Front Sight Attendees – Names have been sent to Front Sight and 
there are 17. Merle requested a copy of the list. 

BoD Agenda – Ongoing Action Items 

• Realtor BPC – Kristine was unable to attend the BoD meeting. Instructors are 
still the critical issue for the course. 
Dave has been updated the RSO calendar, but Tom K should be doing it. 
Tom K stated he will do it from now on. 

• Realtor BPC Manuals – Dave has the manuals for the realtor BPC. 

• Reserve Fire Station for May, June, and August, Classes and Clinics – Tom L 
has reserved the fire station for the BPC classes and WoT clinic dates; 
however, he has not received confirmation yet. 

• Target Post Sleeves – Dan has reviewed the status of the sleeves and tried to 
get the sleeves to fit over the worst damaged target posts without success. 
The sleeves have a seam on the inside where they are welded together. This 
will need to be ground down to allow them to fit over the target posts, but if 
the target posts are bent our of shape it is not possible to get the sleeves over 
them. He forced them on, and now they won’t come off. Dave said to leave 
them since we’re going to take them down. 
Dan suggested that we should replace the damaged target posts when we 
install the rest of the target posts and pre-sleeve them. One option is to weld 
an angle iron on the front of the target posts to double the layer facing the 
range benches. Dave mentioned that the damage is due to the target posts 
farther downrange being in line with the closer target posts. Dan noted that 
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putting the sleeve on the target posts makes them wider and easier to hit. He 
also said he can weld the angle irons on the posts prior to them being 
installed at the range. 
Tom L mentioned that we hope to get a letter to proceed with the grant money 
from FNRA in April. We need to wait to proceed with the work until we receive 
that letter, and the weather will need to be better. The work needs to be 
finished by 01 Nov 18. 

• FNRA Table – Current there are four (4) individuals signed up for the SRA 
table at the FNRA banquet on 19 May 18: Dave, Dan, Merle, and Tom K. 
Dave recommended that we reserve two (2) places for Brian and Nan. Tom 
L’s wife, Lisa, may also join us. 
Tom L recommended that the BoD give Danny a ticket. Danny said he was 
interested, and would go. 

• Public BPC – Merle – After some discussion, the public BPC dates were 
determined to be 23 – 24 Jun 18, and the second course on 21 – 22 Jul 18. 
Mid-September is another option depending upon interest. 

• Shooting Tree(s) – The Board decided to wait and deal with this on a 
workday. They are currently located in the shed. The plate has a damaged 
screw which may have to be redone. There are two (2) shooting trees, but 
only one (1) plate. Dan suggested we put up one (1) and see how it works. 
Tom L added that hopefully it will last over a week. 
Originally one (1) shooting tree was installed on the rifle range at 100 yards, 
but it only lasted two (2) days before it was totally shot up. It was replaced by 
the manufacturer, but hasn’t been installed since then. Dan suggested that 
the second tree could be installed on the pistol range where it would only be 
exposed to pistol and rimfire ammunition. Tom L stated that it would likely 
survive. 
Also, instead of installing it between the first and second lanes on the left, we 
could consider installing it in the middle of the range at 100 yards. 

• Facebook Page – Tom K was asked to send the Facebook page URL to 
Kristin. 

• Hunter Ed Course/Range Use – Merle – Merle is now co-teaching hunter 
education courses with CPW district managers. The will be using the pistol 
range from 1430 to 1630 this Saturday. Dave asked if this could be done on 
the law enforcement (LEO) range as they have plowed their range. Merle said 
he would be going up there tomorrow, and would let Dave know then. 
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BoD Agenda – Items for Discussion/Action 

• Pistol Range Roof – Dan – Dan has suggested a way to build a roof over the 
benches on the pistol range. He handed out some drawings for his proposed 
solution (see attachment). Dan described his idea in detail. 
Dan stated that he emailed Aaron to get the original plans for the pistol range 
to see what is under the concrete slab and the location of the steel plates. 
Because this is a permanent structure, we’d have to get an engineer, permits, 
etc. 
If there is no foundation under the concrete slab, then we may need to cut the 
concrete and pour a bigger footing underneath. Dan said he needs to get the 
plans from Aaron and talk to an engineer at the building department to see 
what they require. 
Dan also mentioned that another potential solution is to build a roof over each 
individual pistol bench. The benches then could be arranged next to each 
other with the indivudal roofs touching and essentially achieve the same 
thing. Because this solution does not result in a permanent structure, there 
would be no need for an engineer or permits needed for the first solution. 
Merle stated he may have pictures of the pistol range when it was being built. 
Tom L stated he has the blueprints and drawings for the original installation, 
and he committed to providing those to Dan. Tom L also asked if we’ve 
thought about sound mitigation in the roof. Dan stated not at this point, but 
we’ll do what we need to do to address that. It will be wood, which absorbs 
sound unlike a metal roof. The intent of doing this is to keep the benches and 
walking areas free from ice in the winter. 
Dave stated that we can start working on this, and asked Dan to start working 
on speaking with the engineer and investigating the solutions. Dave 
mentioned we may need a gutter; Dan thought perhaps not since the 
overhang was three (3) feet ahead of the benches. Dave proposed a motion 
to have Dan begin continue investigating the project, it was seconded, and 
the BoD unanimously approved the motion. 

• Basic Pistol Instructor Course – Dave – NRA now requires that for any 
instructor course, the instructor candidate must take the basic course for that 
platform, i.e. pistol, rifle, or shotgun. 
Setting up the BPI course is a three (3) step process: (1) holding the BPC; (2) 
holding the basic instructor course (BIC); and (3) holding the basic pistol 
instructor (BPI) course. 
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The BPC is more of a “train the trainer” course; showing the instructor 
candidates what they need to do to teach the course. Dave stated he’s 
looking at Saturday, 02 Jun 18, for the first step. 
Brad is available on 16 – 17 Jun 18; 16 Jun 18 would be the BIC and 17 Jun 
18 would be the BPI course including both the classroom and range portions. 
It would be easier for the BPI course if current instructors were used as 
“students.” Dave currently has 10 interested people for these courses. 
Dan asked if we could combine the BPC this with the realtor BPC class; Dave 
said probably not as the class is taught differently. This was discussed in 
more detail and ultimately, it was determined to keep this classes separate. 
These dates are tentative. Dave will work on this more after the class at Front 
Sight. 

BOD Agenda – Informational Items 

• Ken Kalaf – Ken passed away about three (3) weeks ago; he was a good 
man who helped a lot at the range and will be sorely missed. 

• Sound Mitigation – Dave talked with Aaron. Aaron talked with the County and 
they agree that the County should do that; however, the Board of 
Commissioners has not yet agreed. Aaron told Dave that the County will 
speak with the Board of Commissioners about the need to do this at the 
SRSC and LEO range. At this point it looks like the County is going to step up 
and do this. 

Additional Business 

• Dave mentioned that most RSOs will be out of town at Front Sight the 
weekend of 17 – 18 Mar 18, and requested that other individuals sign up for 
RSO’ing. 

Public Comments 

None. 

New Action Items from this BoD Meeting 

Action Who Status 

Look at welding angle-iron on the front of each target post. Dan New. 

Add BPC range days to the RSO calendar Tom K New. 

Send the Facebook page URL to Kristin. Tom K New. 
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Action Who Status 

Inform Dave if the Hunter Education class can use the LEO 
range instead of the pistol range. 

Merle New. 

Provide original pistol range plans to Dan. Tom L New. 

Review motion to provide Danny Kosel a ticket to the FNRA 
banquet. 

Dave New 

Action Items from Prior Meetings 

Action Who Status 

Talk to Aaron to see if the SRA should discuss video 
surveillance with the County Commissioners, as well as 
provide them an update. 

Aaron No update at this time. 

Talk with the County Commissioners, if they are willing to 
talk with us, about the sound mitigation issue and see if the 
SRA should pursue some type of mitigation for this issue. 

Aaron In process. 

Identify what company did the sound mitigation study for the 
county motorcycle trails. 

Aaron In process. 

Identify a local source to perform a sound mitigation study. Aaron In process. 

Determine potential date(s) for Basic Instructor Pistol 
course. 

Dave In process; BoD needs to 
discuss 

Reserve the fire station for the BPC classes and WoT clinic 
dates 

Tom L Done, but hasn’t received 
comfirmation. 

Review the status of the sleeves on the range. Dan Done. 

Replace propane tank in the shed. Tom L Done (twice) 

Register private realtor course at NRA website. Dave Done. 

Evaluate potential dates for a June BPC. Merle Done. 

Identify brand of brass pickers used at the Boulder Rifle 
Club, and collect opinions from users. 

Tom K Done. 

Consider setting up a Summit County Range “official” 
Facebook page. 

Kristin Not  

Check with Brian to determine date of August BoD meeting. Dave Done. 

Upcoming 2018 Schedule of Events 

• Realtor Basic Pistol Course, 01 – 02 May 2018 

• Basic Pistol Course for Pistol Instructor Candidates, 02 June 18 (tentative) 

• WoT Clinic, 09 June 2018. 

• Basic Instructor Course for Pistol Instructor Candidates, 16 June 18 
(tentative) 
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• Pistol Instructor Course for Pistol Instructor Candidates, 17 June 18 
(tentative) 

• Public Basic Pistol Course, 23 – 24 June 2018 

• Public Basic Pistol Course, 21 – 22 July 2018 

• WoT Clinic, 11 August 2018. 

Meeting Convened 

Time: 1734 (1 hour, 4 minutes). 
Next meeting: Wednesday, 04 Apr 18, at 1830 at the Summit County Senior 
Center, Frisco, CO. 

Tom Kroenke 
Secretary, BoD of Directors 
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Minutes
BoD of Directors Meeting
07 Mar 18

Meeting Convened

Time: 1830.

Present: Dave Callaway, Dan Bjork, Tom Little, Merle Schultz, Tom Kroenke, Jim Fleshman, and Danny Kosel.

Regular Agenda Items

Secretary’s Report. After action items were reviewed and appropriate items closed, the BoD approved the February 2018 minutes.

Treasurer’s Report. The BoD approved the Treasurer’s monthly report. SRA gross income this month was $400 from Basic Pistol Course (BPC) registration fees of $250, and $150 donation from the United Way. This resulted in a total net income of ($201) for the month.

Total gross proceeds for the year are ($2,488).

Expenses of $601 comprised of $6 in bank expenses, $74 in business expenses, and $454 in maintenance and supplies for the range including $250 for the Mark III pistol.

Approximately $11,557 remains in the operating account.

Tom L mentioned that after the end of February, but prior to the BoD meeting, the SRA had received the CPW grant money to install the remaining posts.

Rangemaster’s Report. BoD approved Rangemaster’s monthly report. Documented visitors totaled 243 in February; a decrease of 32% of visitors than in January. Weekend patrons averaged 29 per day and 10 per weekday. RSOs volunteered a total of 64 hours this month.

· Dave accidently stepped on a patron’s glasses which fell off the bench, so he gave them a pair of SRA’s glasses.

· Dave donated a sandbag to the range.

· Merle is identifying the differences between small and large frames in the Rangemasters report.

· Merle stated that four (4) more rolls of wire were received today in addition to the previous two (2) rolls.

· Merle added the new Mark III pistol to the Rangemasters report.

· Dan noted that with the weather so cold on the weekends, more visitors are coming on the weekdays. Jim noted that there were 40 visitors on Friday afternoon.

· Tom L noted that the shotgun range is very icy in the morning prior to around 1000, at which time it thaws.

· Dave noted that the rifle range had ice on it from water that had come through the retaining wall. Salt and icemelt was applied, and that helped. The best solution is to remove snow from uprange of the retaining wall.

BOD Agenda – Completed Action Items

· 2017 Taxes – 990-N Filed – All reports were filed by Tom L.

· Realtor BPC Registered – We currently have two (2) ladies registered, and another individual who has shown interest.

· March Front Sight Attendees – Names have been sent to Front Sight and there are 17. Merle requested a copy of the list.

BoD Agenda – Ongoing Action Items

· Realtor BPC – Kristine was unable to attend the BoD meeting. Instructors are still the critical issue for the course.

Dave has been updated the RSO calendar, but Tom K should be doing it. Tom K stated he will do it from now on.

· Realtor BPC Manuals – Dave has the manuals for the realtor BPC.

· Reserve Fire Station for May, June, and August, Classes and Clinics – Tom L has reserved the fire station for the BPC classes and WoT clinic dates; however, he has not received confirmation yet.

· Target Post Sleeves – Dan has reviewed the status of the sleeves and tried to get the sleeves to fit over the worst damaged target posts without success. The sleeves have a seam on the inside where they are welded together. This will need to be ground down to allow them to fit over the target posts, but if the target posts are bent our of shape it is not possible to get the sleeves over them. He forced them on, and now they won’t come off. Dave said to leave them since we’re going to take them down.

Dan suggested that we should replace the damaged target posts when we install the rest of the target posts and pre-sleeve them. One option is to weld an angle iron on the front of the target posts to double the layer facing the range benches. Dave mentioned that the damage is due to the target posts farther downrange being in line with the closer target posts. Dan noted that putting the sleeve on the target posts makes them wider and easier to hit. He also said he can weld the angle irons on the posts prior to them being installed at the range.

Tom L mentioned that we hope to get a letter to proceed with the grant money from FNRA in April. We need to wait to proceed with the work until we receive that letter, and the weather will need to be better. The work needs to be finished by 01 Nov 18.

· FNRA Table – Current there are four (4) individuals signed up for the SRA table at the FNRA banquet on 19 May 18: Dave, Dan, Merle, and Tom K.

Dave recommended that we reserve two (2) places for Brian and Nan. Tom L’s wife, Lisa, may also join us.

Tom L recommended that the BoD give Danny a ticket. Danny said he was interested, and would go.

· Public BPC – Merle – After some discussion, the public BPC dates were determined to be 23 – 24 Jun 18, and the second course on 21 – 22 Jul 18. Mid-September is another option depending upon interest.

· Shooting Tree(s) – The Board decided to wait and deal with this on a workday. They are currently located in the shed. The plate has a damaged screw which may have to be redone. There are two (2) shooting trees, but only one (1) plate. Dan suggested we put up one (1) and see how it works. Tom L added that hopefully it will last over a week.

Originally one (1) shooting tree was installed on the rifle range at 100 yards, but it only lasted two (2) days before it was totally shot up. It was replaced by the manufacturer, but hasn’t been installed since then. Dan suggested that the second tree could be installed on the pistol range where it would only be exposed to pistol and rimfire ammunition. Tom L stated that it would likely survive.

Also, instead of installing it between the first and second lanes on the left, we could consider installing it in the middle of the range at 100 yards.

· Facebook Page – Tom K was asked to send the Facebook page URL to Kristin.

· Hunter Ed Course/Range Use – Merle – Merle is now co-teaching hunter education courses with CPW district managers. The will be using the pistol range from 1430 to 1630 this Saturday. Dave asked if this could be done on the law enforcement (LEO) range as they have plowed their range. Merle said he would be going up there tomorrow, and would let Dave know then.

BoD Agenda – Items for Discussion/Action

· Pistol Range Roof – Dan – Dan has suggested a way to build a roof over the benches on the pistol range. He handed out some drawings for his proposed solution (see attachment). Dan described his idea in detail.

Dan stated that he emailed Aaron to get the original plans for the pistol range to see what is under the concrete slab and the location of the steel plates. Because this is a permanent structure, we’d have to get an engineer, permits, etc.

If there is no foundation under the concrete slab, then we may need to cut the concrete and pour a bigger footing underneath. Dan said he needs to get the plans from Aaron and talk to an engineer at the building department to see what they require.

Dan also mentioned that another potential solution is to build a roof over each individual pistol bench. The benches then could be arranged next to each other with the indivudal roofs touching and essentially achieve the same thing. Because this solution does not result in a permanent structure, there would be no need for an engineer or permits needed for the first solution.

Merle stated he may have pictures of the pistol range when it was being built. Tom L stated he has the blueprints and drawings for the original installation, and he committed to providing those to Dan. Tom L also asked if we’ve thought about sound mitigation in the roof. Dan stated not at this point, but we’ll do what we need to do to address that. It will be wood, which absorbs sound unlike a metal roof. The intent of doing this is to keep the benches and walking areas free from ice in the winter.

Dave stated that we can start working on this, and asked Dan to start working on speaking with the engineer and investigating the solutions. Dave mentioned we may need a gutter; Dan thought perhaps not since the overhang was three (3) feet ahead of the benches. Dave proposed a motion to have Dan begin continue investigating the project, it was seconded, and the BoD unanimously approved the motion.

· Basic Pistol Instructor Course – Dave – NRA now requires that for any instructor course, the instructor candidate must take the basic course for that platform, i.e. pistol, rifle, or shotgun.

Setting up the BPI course is a three (3) step process: (1) holding the BPC; (2) holding the basic instructor course (BIC); and (3) holding the basic pistol instructor (BPI) course.

The BPC is more of a “train the trainer” course; showing the instructor candidates what they need to do to teach the course. Dave stated he’s looking at Saturday, 02 Jun 18, for the first step.

Brad is available on 16 – 17 Jun 18; 16 Jun 18 would be the BIC and 17 Jun 18 would be the BPI course including both the classroom and range portions. It would be easier for the BPI course if current instructors were used as “students.” Dave currently has 10 interested people for these courses.

Dan asked if we could combine the BPC this with the realtor BPC class; Dave said probably not as the class is taught differently. This was discussed in more detail and ultimately, it was determined to keep this classes separate.

These dates are tentative. Dave will work on this more after the class at Front Sight.

BOD Agenda – Informational Items

· Ken Kalaf – Ken passed away about three (3) weeks ago; he was a good man who helped a lot at the range and will be sorely missed.

· Sound Mitigation – Dave talked with Aaron. Aaron talked with the County and they agree that the County should do that; however, the Board of Commissioners has not yet agreed. Aaron told Dave that the County will speak with the Board of Commissioners about the need to do this at the SRSC and LEO range. At this point it looks like the County is going to step up and do this.

Additional Business

· Dave mentioned that most RSOs will be out of town at Front Sight the weekend of 17 – 18 Mar 18, and requested that other individuals sign up for RSO’ing.

Public Comments

None.

New Action Items from this BoD Meeting

		Action

		Who

		Status



		Look at welding angle-iron on the front of each target post.

		Dan

		New.



		Add BPC range days to the RSO calendar

		Tom K

		New.



		Send the Facebook page URL to Kristin.

		Tom K

		New.



		Inform Dave if the Hunter Education class can use the LEO range instead of the pistol range.

		Merle

		New.



		Provide original pistol range plans to Dan.

		Tom L

		New.



		Review motion to provide Danny Kosel a ticket to the FNRA banquet.

		Dave

		New





Action Items from Prior Meetings

		Action

		Who

		Status



		Talk to Aaron to see if the SRA should discuss video surveillance with the County Commissioners, as well as provide them an update.

		Aaron

		No update at this time.



		Talk with the County Commissioners, if they are willing to talk with us, about the sound mitigation issue and see if the SRA should pursue some type of mitigation for this issue.

		Aaron

		In process.



		Identify what company did the sound mitigation study for the county motorcycle trails.

		Aaron

		In process.



		Identify a local source to perform a sound mitigation study.

		Aaron

		In process.



		Determine potential date(s) for Basic Instructor Pistol course.

		Dave

		In process; BoD needs to discuss



		Reserve the fire station for the BPC classes and WoT clinic dates

		Tom L

		Done, but hasn’t received comfirmation.



		Review the status of the sleeves on the range.

		Dan

		Done.



		Replace propane tank in the shed.

		Tom L

		Done (twice)



		Register private realtor course at NRA website.

		Dave

		Done.



		Evaluate potential dates for a June BPC.

		Merle

		Done.



		Identify brand of brass pickers used at the Boulder Rifle Club, and collect opinions from users.

		Tom K

		Done.



		Consider setting up a Summit County Range “official” Facebook page.

		Kristin

		Not 



		Check with Brian to determine date of August BoD meeting.

		Dave

		Done.





Upcoming 2018 Schedule of Events

· Realtor Basic Pistol Course, 01 – 02 May 2018

· Basic Pistol Course for Pistol Instructor Candidates, 02 June 18 (tentative)

· WoT Clinic, 09 June 2018.

· Basic Instructor Course for Pistol Instructor Candidates, 16 June 18 (tentative)

· Pistol Instructor Course for Pistol Instructor Candidates, 17 June 18 (tentative)

· Public Basic Pistol Course, 23 – 24 June 2018

· Public Basic Pistol Course, 21 – 22 July 2018

· WoT Clinic, 11 August 2018.

Meeting Convened

Time: 1734 (1 hour, 4 minutes).

Next meeting: Wednesday, 04 Apr 18, at 1830 at the Summit County Senior Center, Frisco, CO.

Tom Kroenke
Secretary, BoD of Directors
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